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Abstract 
      The main purpose of this paper is to study some properties of kernels of hesitant soft 

relations and functions. We have used measurable simple function as membership value in the 

soft set theory introduced by Molodtsov in 1999. This paper contains some basic definitions on 

hesitant soft sets and relations introduced byD. Rout and T.Som[2]. Furthermore, we introduce 

and discuss kernels of hesitant soft relations and also hesitant soft functions with related some 

results. 
 

 المستخلص
هزا البحث هى دساست بعط خصائص نىياث الذوال والعلاقاث الناعمت المتشددة. استخذمنا دالت قياسيت  الغشض الشئيسي من     

. هزا البحث يتعمن بعط 9222في سنت   Molodtsovبسيطت كقيمت لعنصش في نظشيت المجمىعت الناعمت التي قذمها 

.علاوة على رلك, قذمنا وناقشنا نىاياث  [2]فيالتعاسيف الاساسيت والعلاقاث للمجمىعاث الناعمت المتشددة التي عشظج 

 العلاقاث الناعمت المتشددة وكزلك الذوال الناعمت المتشددة وبعط النتائج المتعلقت بها.    
 

1. Introduction 
     In 1999, Molodtsov introduced the concept of soft sets to solve complicated problems and 

various types of uncertainties. He introduced the concept that a soft set is an approximate 

description of an object precisely consisting of two parts, namely predicate and approximate value 

set. In, Maji et al. [1] introduced several operators for soft set theory: equality of two soft sets, 

subset and superset of a soft set, complement of a soft set, null soft set, and absolute soft set. 

Recently, soft set theory has been developed rapidly by some scholars in theory and practice. The 

latest development to this area would be the introduction of “Hesitant fuzzy sets”. 

     Hesitant fuzzy set, proposed by Torra [3, 4], is characterized by the membership degree of  an 

element to a set presented as several possible values between 0 and 1, and it is a powerful technique 

in dealing with hesitancy and uncertainty in real a application .Function is a fundamental 

mathematical concept which is used in many fundamental areas of science and mathematics and has 

numerous applications. 

     This paper attempts at creating a theoretical framework in hesitant soft Relations. The rest of this 

paper is organized as follows. In section two, discusses some preliminaries on hesitant soft relations 

introduced by D. Rout and T. Som[2]. In section three we gives the concepts of kernels of hesitant 

soft relations with related results. The last section focuses on hesitant soft functions with theorems. 
 

2. Preliminaries and Basic Definitions 
      In this section we will collect the basic definitions and notations as introduced by D. Rout and 

T. Som [2] 

Definition 2.1: [2] 

     Let   be the reference set and        by fuzzy power set then we define hesitant soft set by 

             such that          where    is measurable simple function on [0,1]. 

Empty set:                   . 

Full set:                  .  

     Now onwards hesitant soft set will be denoted as HSS. 
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Definition 2.2: [2] 

     The Score for a HSS is given by                 , where   is a point of  . 

Definition 2.3: [2] 

     Let    and    be two HSS’s on  . Then we say that   is a subset of    

i.e.,                                        

and        

       if and only if        and      . 

Definition 2.4: [2] 

      Let    and    be two HSS’s on  . Then we say that    is a proper subset of    if       
            and                          

i.e.,                      and                          . 

 

Definition 2.5: [3] 

     Let    and    be two HSS’s on  . Then we say that    is a hesitant equality of    

(     ) if   (     )   (     )      . 

 

Definition 2.6: [22] 

      Let    and    be two hesitant soft set on  , then we say that    is a hesitant subset of    

(denoted by      ) if and only if  (     )   (     )      . 

 

Definition2.7: [3]  

     Let    and    be two hesitant soft set on  , then we say that    is a hesitant proper subset of  

   (denoted by        ) if                          and                   for at least 

one    .  

Note: [2] 
     The usual or crisp subset notation defined above becomes a special case of the hesitant subset 

case, however  

      , then      , but       is not implies that       

Definition 2.8 (Complement): [3]  

     Let   be the HSS in   and     be arbitrary point of  . Then            
        where 

         
   and    is a characteristic function 

Proposition 2.9 : [2] 

      Let   be a HSS on X.     denotes the full set and    denotes the empty set. 

                 

                

                 and                  

Similarly, 

                   and                  

 Involution:        

Clearly                          

 Commutative:             

            

 Associativity:                       

                      

 Distributive:                           

Definition 2.10: [2] 

     A Hesitant soft subset   of     is called a Hesitant soft relation   from   to  . i.e.      
         
Note:         denotes the family of all Hesitant soft relations from   to  . 
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Definition 2.11: [2] 

     Identity Relation on  , i.e.  

             

       {
               

               
 

 

Definition 2.12: [2] 

     Let   be a Hesitant soft relations on  . Then the inverse of   can be defined as:           

then           such that                 

Definition 2.13: [2] 

      Let   be a Hesitant soft relation on   then we say   is  

(1) Reflexive if             

(2) Symmetric if                . 

 

3. Kernels of Hesitant Soft Relations 
      In this section, we will introduce the notions of reflexive kernel, symmetric kernel and transitive 

kernel of a hesitant soft relation, and study their properties. 

Definition 3.1:  

     Let   and  are a Hesitant soft relations on   to  . Then 

a) The union of two Hesitant soft relations   and   on    to  , denoted    , is defined by 

    {                                     } 
b) The intersection of two Hesitant soft relations   and   on    to  , denoted by    , is 

defined by  

    {                                      } 
c)     if for any                        .Then            . 

Definition 3.2: 

     Let   be a Hesitant soft relation from   to   (i.e.              ) and   be  a Hesitant soft 

relation from  to (i.e.             ). Then the composition of   and  , denoted    , is a 

Hesitant soft relation from   to   (i.e.               ) defined as follows:             
  if and only if 

                              

Definition 3.3:  

     Let   be a Hesitant soft relation on   then we say   is transitive if      . 

  is an equivalence Hesitant soft relation if it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 

Example:  

      Consider Hesitant soft relation  over a universe  where   {              }   
  {     },       {        }       {     }.  
Let          be two Hesitant soft relations on   given by    {                       },  
  {                       }. 
Then      {                                   } 
    {           }. 
Let   be Hesitant soft relation   defined as follows:  

{                                   }. Then     . 

    {                       }. 
Consider a relation    defined on   as 

{                                               }. This relation is an equivalence 

Hesitant soft relation. 
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Theorem 3.4: 

      Let     and  be three Hesitant soft relations on  . Then 

(1)                   . 

(2)             . 

(3)            . 

(4) If     and    , then      . 

(5) If     and    , then      . 

(6)                  ,                . 

Proof:  

(1)                                             .  

      Then          . 

                                   for all     

                           . 

(2) Let                                             

            . 

Hence       . The proof of       is similar. 

(3) Let     and let                          , since     

                          . 

Therefore        . 

(4) and (5) hold. 

(6)                                 

                            

                               

                  . 

The proof of                 is similar. 

Proposition 3.5:  

     Let             and   be three Hesitant soft relations on  . Then 

(1) If       and      , then            . 

(2)                           ,                            

(3)        
     

     
   

Proof: 

(1) Let                                                               , 

since       and      . Then                                         
     . 

(2) Clear 

(3)                  
                   

                                                   

             
                    

   

              
     

  . 
 

Definition 3.6:  

      Let   be a hesitant soft relation on  . 

(1) The maximal reflexive Hesitant soft relation contained in   is called reflexive kernel of  , 

denoted by      . 

(2) The maximal symmetric Hesitant soft relation contained in   is called symmetric kernel of  , 

denoted by      . 

(3) The maximal transitive Hesitant soft relation contained in   is called transitive kernel of  , 

denoted by      . 
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Theorem 3.7: 

      Let   be a Hesitant soft relation on  .Then 

(1)                

(2)                  
(3)                   
Proof: 

 (1) By Theorem 3.4(2),        and        . 

     , by the definition of  ,                , so                . Hence             
      , i.e.      is an reflexive hesitant soft relation on   

 If   is reflexive hesitant soft relation on  and     Then      . Hence       .So 

            . 

(2) By Theorem 3.4 (6) and (1), 

                                     . 

i.e.       is a symmetric hesitant soft relation on  .According to Theorem 3.4 (2),       
 . On the other hand, if   is a symmetric hesitant soft relation on  and    . 

By Theorem 3.4(3),         Then by Theorem 3.4(5),                . 

So               . 

(3) By                                         is transitive hesitant 

soft relation. i.e.         is a transitive hesitant soft relation on   and          . 

 If    is a transitive  hesitant soft relation on  and    . Then       . According to Theorem 

3.4(4),          .So                  
Let    be Hesitant soft relation  on   given by   {                       }. By using 

above theorem we have        {           },        {           } and      
{                       }. 
 

4. Hesitant Soft Functions 
      In this section, we will study and debate some results that related hesitant soft functions. 

Definition 4.1:  

      Let    and    are two non-empty hesitant soft sets. Then a hesitant soft set relation from   is 

called a hesitant soft function                 if every element in domain has a unique element 

in the range. Then we write  (    )    . 

Definition 4.2: 

      A function  is called injective ( one to one) if          implies  (    )   (    ). 

Definition 4.3:  

      A function  is called surjective (onto) if         . 

Definition 4.4: 

      A function which is both injective and surjective is called a bijective function. 

Example: 

       Let   {           }      {     }   {     } ,suppose a hesitant soft set   and   defined 

as follows         {     }        {     } and        {        }        {     }. Then 

a hesitant soft function   from        to        defined as follows {                     
      is a bijective function. 
 

Theorem 4.5:  

      Let                 be a hesitant soft function and     
    

 be hesitant soft subsets of  . 

Then  

1)    
    

, then  (   
)   (   

) 

2)  (   
    

)       
       

  

3)  (   
    

)       
       

 , equality holds if   is one to one. 
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Proof: 

1)  Suppose    
    

 and let           
 . Then              for some         

 and 

   
    

, this is             for some         
. 

Therefore,            
 . 

2)  Let           
    

 . Hence              for some          
    

 , it follows that 

        for         
 or         

. Thus           
  or           

 , i.e.           
  

     
 . Then  (   

    
)       

       
 . 

Now,    
    

    
 and    

    
    

, so      
       

    
  and      

       
    

 . 

Then      
             

    
 , i.e.  (   

    
)       

       
 . 

3)  Let           
    

 . Hence              for some          
    

 , it follows that 

             for         
 and          

. Thus           
  and           

 , i.e. 

          
       

 . Then  (   
    

)       
       

 . Conversely, Let           
  

     
 , then           

   and           
 .               for some            

  and 

               for some             
 . Now,  (     )   (     )      . Since   is one to 

one, then            . It follows that                  
 , i.e.  (   

    
)       

  

     
 , holds if   is one to one. 
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